The effects of intensity on the detection of interaural differences of time in high-frequency trains of clicks.
Threshold values of interaural differences of time (delta IDTs ) were measured for trains of dichotic clicks whose levels were 20, 40, or 60 dB SPL. All clicks were bandpass filtered at 4 kHz, and the number of clicks in the train (n) was 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, or 32. The interclick interval (ICI) was 5, 2, or 1 ms. Performance was compared to that of an ideal integrator of information, which produces slopes of - 0.5 when log delta IDT versus log n is plotted. The results showed that increases in level had no effect on the slopes of the log-log functions regardless of the ICI but did decrease the intercepts. Shortening the ICI caused the slopes to go from nearly - 0.5 towards 0.0. The improvement with level could be explained by either a decrease in the temporal variability of neural discharges, or by an increase in the number of samples of IDT at higher intensities brought on by increased firing rates or the activation of more auditory units. A review of the physiological literature found the most parsimonious explanation to be that the decline in threshold IDT was mediated by an increase in the number of active units, each possessing the same degree of adaptation.